METHODOLOGICAL AND METHODICAL ISSUES IN BIOETHICS

UNESCO Conference timetable

Stará Lesná
20.1.2009 (Tuesday)

Arrival of participants

19.00 – 21.00 Registration of participants

21.1.2009 (Wednesday)

8.00 – 9.30 Registration of participants

9.30 Opening ceremony (Congress hall)

10.00 – 12.00
Plenary meeting (Congress hall)

Vasil Gluchman *Bioethics – differences in methodological scopes and conclusions*
Eva Smolková *Issues of contemporary bioethics*
Josef Kufe *Future and contemporary conceptions of bioethics*
Viera Bilasová *Ethics of corporeity- searching for theoretical and methodological scopes of contemporary bioethics*

12.00 – 14.00 Lunch

14.00 – 16.00
Session 1A
*Philosophical and Ethical reflection on bioethical issues* (Congress hall)

Daniela Kovaľová *Models and methods of bioethics*
Vladimír Littva *International bioethics and bioethics in Slovakia (comparison)*
Rudolf Dupkala *The „meaning“of Death? (Philosophical- bioethical reflection of this „meaning“)*
Stefan Konstanczak *Social arguments in bioethical discussions*
Zuzana Kiczková *Reconsideration of reasoning conceptions (on interruption model)*
Pawel Czarnecki *Controversy of modern bioethics: euthanasia, capital punishment, abortion, in vitro, human cloning and others*

Session 3A
*Theological reflection on bioethical issues* (Saloon)

Ján Zozuľák *Christian dimensions of bioethics*
Marek Petro *Issues of bioethics – theological reflection*
Pavol Dancák *Person limit for bioethics*
Ondrej Štefaňák *The Influence of Religiosity in Bioethical Attitudes of Youth (on the Example of the Diocese of Spiš)*

16.00 – 16.30 Coffee break
16.30 – 18.30
Session 2A
Reflection on bioethical issues in social sciences (Congress hall)

Tatiana Machalová *The Right to life and right on life*
ElŜbieta Struzik *The right to life in Universal declaration of Human rights and European bioethics convention*
Jana Lojková *Some aspects of interruption problem and the beginning of human life*
Beáta Balogová *Mobbing a medical ethics*
Miła Kwapiszewska-Antas *Freedom of thought in biotechnological social sciences*
Jozef Sipko *Concept of terror in particular ethnologic-cultural extent and history*

Session 5A
Reflections on Bioethics Issues (Saloon)

Marina Čarnogurská *Function of Mankind within the Living Organism of the Earth and Our Ethical Commitments to Preserve Human Life on Our Planet, Inspired by the Classical Chinese Philosophy of the Harmony with Nature*
Igor Kišš *Theological-ethical and philosophical-ethical arguments for limited embryonic research*
Ondrej Štefaňák *The Influence of Religiosity in Bioethical Attitudes of Youth (on the Example of the Diocese of Spiš)*
Corneliu Simut *Vito Mancuso and his Theory of Disability: A Theological Inquiry*
Jan Payne *Informed consent: consequences of its structure and function*
Josef Kuře *Principlism and arête: Two methodological approaches in teaching bioethics*

19.00 Banquet

2.2.2009 (Thursday)

9.00 – 11.00
Session 1B
Philosophical and Ethical reflection on bioethical issues (Congress hall)

Marina Čarnogurská *Function of Mankind within the Living Organism of the Earth and Our Ethical Commitments to Preserve Human Life on Our Planet, Inspired by the Classical Chinese Philosophy of the Harmony with Nature*
Wiesław Wójcik *Ethical dilemmas in Bioethics, problem of human nature*
Ivan Hruška – Stanislav Filip *Bioethical horror (interdisciplinary issues of evolutionary-ontological axiology and ethics)?*
Grzegorz Grzybek *Ethical dimension of life quality*
Aleksandra Kuzior *Quality of life*
Adela Lešková Blahová *Ethics of social consequences as the methodological scope for solving bioethical problems*
Wojciech Slomski *Contemporary issues in bioethics*
Session 5B  
Reflections on Bioethics Issues (Saloon)

Vasil Gluchman *Dignity and Human Dignity as Methodological Basis of Bioethics*
Enikő Demény *Bioethics, social sciences and biotechnology: the challenges of interdisciplinarity in the policy context*
Barbara Bottalico, Sara Azzini, Amade Santosuosso *Universal v. National in Bioethics: The Informal Transnational Flow of Legal Standards and a Theoretical-Practical Proposal*
Petra Bárd *The forensic use of genetic information: Ethical and legal concerns*
István Zoltán Szabó *Dehumanized man Is still human(e)? Deconstruction of the body by ways of technology*
Lehel Balogh *The Moral Dilemma of Euthanasia as it Gradually Becomes a Matter of Common Knowledge in Hungary. Legal, Religious and Philosophical Perspectives*
Jan Kalajtzidis *Economical view of eugenics*

Session 4A  
Didactics of bioethics (Banquet hall)

Jan Payne - Pavel Marťásek *PhD Program in Bioethics at Charles University in Prague, Czech Republic*
Petr Jemelka *Bioethical inspiration in preparing future teachers*
Jana Trizuljaková - Mária Mojzešová *Reflections of future physicians on relation between physician and patient*
Marta Gluchmanová *Teacher’s ethics and teaching the bioethics*
Gabriela Platková *Methodological scopes of teaching the bioethics on Ethical Education in schools*

11.00 – 11.30 Coffee break

11.30 – 13.30  
Session 2B (Congress hall)  
Reflection on bioethical issues in social sciences

Viera Žemberová – Viera Bilasová *Anticipatory processes of art in bioethical (cognitive) processes*
Adriana Švirková *Contemporary issues of genetical technologies in bioethical view*
Monika Guľašová *Gene expression and brain plasticity in context with current knowledge in psychology*
Erika Bineková *Global traffic with human organs*

Session 3B  
Reflection on bioethical issues in social sciences (Saloon)

Martin Koleják *Methodology of theological bioethics*
Innocent-Maria Szaniszló - Michal Kuliha *Singer as cure? Comments on rediscovered Singer’s theory of „druhizmu“*
Martin Uhál' – Michal Kuľha – Martina Hockicková Methodology of bioethical growth in Catholic Church in Slovakia according to shepherd plan from 2001-2006 and 2007-2013

14.00 Lunch

16.00 Departure of participants